Dear [name of person or Sir or Madam]:

I am completing a [thesis or doctoral dissertation] at Emory University entitled "[title of your thesis or dissertation]." I would like your permission to reprint in my [thesis or dissertation] the following images, under the terms set forth below.

[name of each image and description]

If your organization wants to be acknowledged as the source of the image(s), please provide your preferred form of acknowledgement below:

Acknowledgement:

___________________________________________________________________________

The requested permission extends to any future revisions and editions of my thesis or dissertation, including non-exclusive world rights in all languages, and to the inclusion of my thesis or dissertation in the Emory University Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETD) repository, an open access repository available on the world wide web, as well as the prospective publication of my thesis or dissertation by Proquest. These rights will in no way restrict republication of the material in any other form by you or by others authorized by you.

If you do not control the copyright on all of the above listed images, I would appreciate any contact information you can give me regarding the proper rights holder(s), including current address(es). Otherwise, your signature below confirms that you hold the rights to grant the permission requested here.

If you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

[Your signature, name and contact information]

Approved: _______________________________  Date: __________________________

(rights holder’s signature)
Instructions for permission letters:

1. This sample permissions letter was created for email. If you plan to mail a letter by post, be sure to include your return address, telephone and fax numbers, and date at the top of the letter.
2. A blank or words in brackets indicate a place where you need to fill in information before sending the permissions email.
3. Spare no effort in confirming the exact name and address of the addressee.
4. State clearly the name of your university and the title of your thesis or dissertation.
5. Describe precisely the proposed use of the copyrighted material. If necessary or appropriate, attach a copy of the images or pictures. Your objective is to eliminate any ambiguity and to be sure the permission encompasses the full scope of your needs.
6. Retain a copy of the signed permission letter in your files in case a question comes up in the future regarding your use of the copyrighted work.